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Multiple Dispersals and Modern Human Origins
MARTA MIRAZON LAHR and ROBERT FOLEY

Despite a massive endeavour, the problem of modern human origins not only
remains unresolved, but is usually reduced to “Out of Africa” versus multiregional
evolution. Not all would agree, but evidence for a single recent origin is accumulating. Here, we want to go beyond this debate and explore within the “Out of Africa”
framework an issue that has not been fully addressed: the mechanism by which
modern human diversity has developed. We believe there is no clear rubicon of
modern Homo sapiens, and that multiple dispersals occurred from a morphologically
variable population in Africa. Pre-existing African diversity is thus crucial to the way
human diversity developed outside Africa. The pattern of diversity-behavioural,
linguistic, morphological and genetic-can be interpreted as the result of dispersals,
colonisation, differentiation and subsequent dispersals overlaid on former population ranges. The first dispersals would have originated in Africa from where two
different geographical routes were possible, one through EthiopidArabia towards
South Asia, and one through North AfricdMiddle East towards Eurasia.
A model of multiregional evolution
was the first comprehensive theory of
the evolution of modern humans from
their hominid ancestors. Multiregional evolution in the Pleistocene explains both the origins of modern

humans and subsequent regional diversity as resulting from the transformation of archaic hominid groups
into modern populations in each part
of the world. Modern human features
have been superimposed on pre-exist-

ing regional ones. Weidenreich,’ who
first proposed the theory of multiregional evolution, explained regional
differences in morphology between
modem groups like Asians and Australians as resulting from relatively independent evolution from Sinanthyopus
and Pithecanthropus. The early multiregional models suffered from the
lack of a mechanism for the maintenance of worldwide parallelisms.*,2
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tradition (the Howieson’s Poort) be- the technique. Indeed, it apparently is
tween 85 and 60 ky in South
impossible at the moment to prove
The first archeological assemblages statistically the branching pattern of
that present blade tools are found mtDNA lineages. However, contrary
around the Mediterranean.25In North to what has been claimed,43 these
Africa, there is evidence of a pre- problems do not completely discredit
Aurignacian tradition,26 while early the genetic evidence. The great diverupper Paleolithic assemblages have sity of African mtDNA lineages rebeen identified in Boker Tachtit, Is- mains unchallenged.44
rael, and Ksar Akil, Lebanon, between
Recently, Rogers and Jorde chal47 and 38 ky a g ~ .The
~ Aurignacian
~ , ~ ~
lenged the notion that greatest diverseems to have spread rapidly through sity equates with greatest age and
Europe as seen at 43 kya in Bulgaria provided an explanation in terms of
(Bacho K i r ~and
) ~ at
~ 40 kya in Spain paleodemography.45 They c on c 1u d e
that the mtDNA diversity patterns re~~~
(EAbreda, El C a s t i l 1 0 . ~Associated
with this geographical expansion flect the fact that Africa held a larger
process of Aurignacian peoples population t h a n o t h e r regions
through Europe, the terminal Nean- throughout the period. Taking these
derthal industries, including the demographic parameters into acChatelperronean, Szelettian, and U1- count, Harpending finds, through
luzzian, have been interpreted as the pairwise comparisons (mismatch disresult of an acculturation process.33~3~tributions), that there is evidence of a
To the fossil and archeological re- leading wave signal in African samcord, the molecular evidence should ples, suggesting that Africa may have
be added. In 1987,Cann and co-work- been the source of dispersal of moders obtained a phylogenetic tree based ern humans.46Althoughit is clear that
on mtDNA in which one branch led the mitochondria1 data cannot be inTHE EVIDENCE FOR THE ORIGINS solely to Africans a n d the other terpreted as tightly as the original
OF MODERN HUMANS
branch to Afncans and other popula- “Eve hypothesis” proposed, the nutions.36.This
tree reflected the fact that clear DNA evidence is increasingly roIn recent years, the application of
Africans
present
the greatest diversity bust and the genetic evidence, overall,
new dating techniques like electron
of
mtDNA
lineages.
This could be ex- strongly supports a recent African orispin resonance and thermoluminesplained
either
by
a
faster
rate of mu- gin of modern people.47
cence to Upper Pleistocene fossils has
The evolutionary interpretations of
tations
in
Africans
than
in
the rest of
had a revolutionary effect on late
the
genetic evidence have been in such
the
world
or
by
a
longer
time
during
hominid chronology.11-’3These techextraordinary
agreement with the
which
mutational
differences
accuniques, which date beyond the range
“Out
of
Africa”
model that the two
mulated
in
this
group.
Given
the
lack
of I4C, have proven three significant
points: that hominids with a modem of evidence from other sources of a concepts have been interlaced. It is
morphology occurred in the Middle faster mutation rate in Africans, the often mistakenly assumed that the
East around 100 ky ago;l4-l6that rela- authors deduced that the evolution of main evidence for a single origin of
tively gracile moderns lived in Afnca modern humans started in Africa and modern humans is genetic and not
around 70 ky
and that Neander- then expanded to the rest of the world. morphological or chronological. The
Since these results were first pub- conclusion that the available evidence
thal remains in Europe and the Midlished,
further research has both rein- strongly supports a recent, single Afridle East date to 60 to 40 ky ago,
postdating early modern forms.I1J8 forced a n d undermined this can origin of modern people must folFurthermore, the remains from conclusion. On the one hand, research low if one takes into account the
Klasies River Mouth (KRM) in South on the mtDNA diversity of localized following points: the earliest modern
Africa, presenting a variable but mod- groups like the San and Papuans has people are found in Africa or the Midern morph~logy,’~
are firmly associ- thrown light on the levels of diversifi- dle East some 60,000years before they
ated with early last interglacial levels, cation of recent people.36~37In addi- appear in other regions;s different
and therefore are 120/100 ky old.20,21 tion, mounting nuclear genetic hominids overlap in time and space in
This new chronology has also af- evidence points strongly to an African the Middle East, Europe, and, probOn ably, East Asia;’ the archeological evifected the archeological record. Now origin of all modern gr0ups.~8~0
it is known that technologies based on the other hand, Maddison41and Tem- dence in Europe points to a distinct
~ ~ shown that the statisti- replacement of local traditions;34.48
the production of blades appear rela- p l e t ~ nhave
tively late in the record, some 60,000 cal procedures for rooting the mtDNA the nuclear and mtDNA evidence indiyears after the appearance of morpho- phylogenetic tree and the statistical cates an African ancestry of all modlogically modern people, although significance of the single African e r n humans;38 a n d there is a n
there is some evidence of more com- branch were incorrect. These techni- apparently strong correlation beplex behavior in a Middle Stone Age cal problems are a major drawback in tween recent linguistic differentiation

Recently however, Wolpoff and others
3-5 have proposed a modified version
of this earlier theory in which gene
flow takes a major role. Accordingly,
the multiregional model proposes that
each modern human regional population arose from archaic regional inhabitants, and that a balance between
gene flow and isolation allowed regional differentiation without speciation and the maintenance of grade
similarities worldwide.
The “Out of Africa” model is more
recent. It is based on fossil evidence
for an earlier appearance of modern
humans in Africa than elsewhere.
Howells proposed the idea of a single
and recent origin as the “Noah’s Ark
model. This hypothesis has been
elaborated in the last few years by several researcher~.~-I~
This model highlights the discontinuity in the fossil
record, suggesting a recent localized
origin in Africa, followed by geographical expansion and replacement
of archaic populations.
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traits actually occurred in the geo- a multiregional model of modern hugraphical area conventionally associ- man origins.
Two other lines of evidence related
ated with them. In other words, the
regional traits fail to characterize East to the mechanisms of multiregional
Asians and, in Australians, do so only evolution also refute the basis of the
in terms of r o b u s t i ~ i t y .Further~ ~ , ~ ~ multiregional model. One, a survey of
more, this work showed that the devel- the fossil evidence of subspeciation in
opment of characteristics such as animals with a wide geographical dispronounced tori and ridges occurs re- tribution, has shown that multiregardless of geographical region among gional evolution as a mechanism is
TESTING THE MODELS
both modern and prehistoric popula- undocumented except, possibly, in the
tions with large cranial and dental di- Javanese rhinoceros, and that the
The Multiregional Hypothesis
mensions. Another finding, that the common pattern observed is one of inThe basis for the Multiregional development of a number of facial fea- terspecific or intraspecific replacemodel is that we can observe unique tures depends on the presence of large ment.54Second, recent assessments by
regional patterns of morphological supraorbital ridges,5*,S3is particularly Harpending and co-workers of the
continuityacross the transition from ar- relevant in the light of Habgoods con- demographic density of Homo erectiis
chaic to modern forms of hominids.4~~clusions regarding the combined oc- populations suggest that these populations never achieved the critical size to
This interpretation of continuity makes
maintain the levels of gene flow necestwo assumptions: that such features
sary for multiregional evolution to ocare indeed regional markers; and that
cur.45f46
they are not functionally determined.
Besides the chronology of the fossils
Three recent studies have independently tackled the problem of re- A consistent mechanism and the genetic evidence for a single
origin of modern people, these studies
for
the world expansion
gional morphological c o n t i n ~ i t y . ~ ~
-~~
show that the multiregional hypotheTwo of these dealt with the regional of modern humans from
sis is based on incorrect premises of
distribution of features identified as
morphological continuity and demopresenting continuity through time their original African
graphic patterns. In addition, the reamong worldwide archaic popula- source has not been
cent dating of some of the H. erectus
tions, and therefore, tested their proposed. In this regard,
fossils of Javas6takes the original exuniquely Asian and Southeast Asian
the “Out of Africa”
pansion of Homo erectus (and, accordcharacter in the p a ~ t . ~The
~ , authors
~’
ing to the multiregional model, the
of both studies found that these fea- model lacks sufficient
origin of regional differentiation) to
tures were common in Homo erectus
specificity to account for around 1.8 MA. This early date is far
and “archaic” Homo sapiens fossils
outside of even the most generous conthroughout the world, but reached the regional patterns of
fidence limits for the origin of modern
somewhat different conclusions about modern human diversity
mtDNA lineages.
their role in proving continuity. On the
basis of their plesiomorphic character, and the specifics of
Groves concluded that these features both morphological
The “Out of Africa” Model
should not be used as evidence of phy- and behavioral
If the basis of the Multiregional
logenetic relationship^.^^ On the other
model can be discredited, can the “Out
hand, Habgood considered that the evolution over the
of Africa” model be taken as the best
combined occurrence of features like last 100yOOOyears.
explanation for the origins of modern
supraorbital tori and zygomaxillary
humans? The lines of evidence in suptuberosities in Javanese H. erectus and
port of that model, in terms of the conAustralian aborigines can be used as
tinuity i n form from archaic t o
evidence of morphological continuity.5’ In the third study,Lahr dealt with currence of features of robusticity, modern fossils in Africa,lothe discrepthe regional distribution of features of which Lahr showed instead to be cor- ancy between the dates in AfricanLecontinuity in recent populations and related with each other. The implica- vantine modern humans and
their relationship to metrical parame- tion is that traits that have been elsewhere, and the genetic data, are all
ters of the skull, testing their uniquely claimed to show links between, for ex- compatible. However, there still are
problems with this hypothesis. Those
Asian and Australian character in the
ample, Javanese Homo erectus a n d
problems relate less to contradictoiy
present and the independence of that
Australian aborigines, are, in fact, evi- evidence than to the lack of specificity
character from developmental processes.52 Lahr found that of the thirty dence of the link between modern Aus- in both the model and the data. The
so-called Asiatic regional traits, tralians and a robust modern ancestor model has three components, which,
twenty-one did indeed have a signifi- anywhere in the world. The only con- to some extent, can be treated indecant incidence in a particular region of clusion to be drawn is that the mor- pendently: a single origin in Africa; a
the world. However, only ten of these phological evidence does not support pattern of total replacement involving
and genetic differentiati0n.4~In spite
of all this, however, if morphological
continuity from regional archaic
hominids to modern regional populations can indeed be observed in the
fossil record, there will still be evidence that multiregional evolution
took place.
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Figure 1, Spatial and temporal distribution of important human fossils in the Upper Pleistocene, together with a representation of present regional
cranial variation. Continuous lines represent prehistoric occupation: diagonal double lines representtaxonomic distinctionswithin a region.

no admixture with other hominid
populations; and a mechanism of dispersal across the world. Although current evidence supports a single
African origin, the problem of replacement versus admixture remains a major issue. Moreover, a consistent
mechanism for the world expansion of
modern humans from their original
African source has not been proposed.
In this regard, the “Out of Africa”
model lacks sufficient specificity to
account for the regional patterns of
modern human diversity and the specifics of both morphological and behavioral evolution over the last
100,000years.
These problems highlight the need
to develop more precise ideas about
the origins of diversity. A theory of
modern human origins has to be able
to explain not only the appearance of
modern people, but the origin of the
diversity of modern populations.

THE EVIDENCE FOR THE ORIGINS
OF HUMAN DIVERSITY
Human diversity refers to the biological and technological differences
among modern populations today and
in the recent past. Although many people consider the biological diversity of
present-day humans to be vast, genetic studies show that it is very limited when compared to that of
chimpanzees.56-59 Modern hum a n s
are in fact an extraordinarily homogeneous species.45Nevertheless, differences in their morphology, genetics,
and archeology are apparent for as
long as there is evidence of modern
people. It is the evolutionary origin of
these differences from a recent common ancestor that we seek to explore.
It is clear, and must be stressed, that
there has been interbreeding between
modern groups throughout the period, and that gene flow was one
mechanism of change, although some

subdivision of gene pools must have
occurred in order for populations to
have acquired and established their
differences.
In order to investigate the origins of
diversity, three points should be taken
into account: first, that only scant evidence is available for the first part of
the period second, that at the point at
which there is a record of modern people in various parts of the world, these
populations are already different from
each other; and third, that diversity increases with time, i.e., people become
increasingly more different between
wide geographical distances. Therefore, two sets of evidence are important, the patterns of diversity among
the first occupants of each region for
which there are records and the subsequent pattern of differentiation of
each of these groups. Moreover, any
theoretical model that attempts to explain the evolutionary process that
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created this diversity has to encompass a mechanism that would explain
how modern people appeared in various regions, how these peoples acquired their early differentiation, and
how they expanded and differentiated
to produce modern levels of diversity.
Clearly, the available data are not sufficient to answer all the relevant questions, especially those pertaining to
differentiation. However, enough evidence has accumulated from diverse
disciplines and groups of scholars to
give us insight into how this process
might have occurred.

North Africa/Middle East (Skhul,
Qaf~eh),6~
and South A f r i ~ a . In
~~
North Africa, the early moderns may
have remained restricted to the area
for a long period. There is no evidence
supporting further expansion from
the Middle East at this stage. In addition, biogeographic data show a movement of Palearctic faunas i n the
Levant between Stages 5 and 4 (70-60
k~).6
It ~is possible that descendants of
this early modern population developed the Aterian Middle Palaeolithic
industry in North Africa, which shows
certain derived characteristic^.^^,^^

The Modern Regional
Populations
The point of origin of modern humans within Africa is unclear, but a It is not yet possible to
case can be made for East Africa on determine whether the
the grounds that the earliest transiSoutheast Asian
tional forms (Omo) are found there.'O
Furthermore, East Africa, with its di- population around 40 ky
verse habitat and potential for isola- ago is the result of
tion, has been a major source of
evolutionary novelty.60Geographical long-term differentiation
expansion probably led to the early of people present in the
differentiation of populations, as is
suggested by the diversity of Middle area for 20 to 30 ky,
Stone Age traditions.61,62
The early represents part of the
modern fossils of Skhul and Qafzeh in
widespread expansion
the Middle East should be considered
as an extension of North Afncan popu- of peoples from North
lations, for they are accompanied by Africa or the Middle East
African faunas, at least in Q a f ~ e h , ~ ~
and do not seem to have expanded any after 45,000 years ago,
further at t h s time.64Outside Africa, or a mixture of both. The
modern humans appeared at different
regions at different times,I3 first in evidence suggests that
Australia and Asia, then later in Europe. the first hypothesis is
Although this may be partly an artifact
correct.
of a poor fossil record, some of these
temporal patterns have remained relatively stable as new dates have been
obtained in the last few years.
There is ~limatic,7~,~'
faunal, and arThe evidence from different rel~~
of biogeographic
gions of the world after the appear- c h e ~ l o g i c aevidence
ance of modern humans is highly movements across the Sahara around
variable, both spatially and tempo- 50 ky ago. The lack of substantial fossil
rally, but vast (Fig. 1). We do not pre- material from this time in this area
sume to cover it here, but we will precludes interpretations of the effect
outline certain chronological, mor- of gene flow from sub-Saharan Africa
phological, and archeological aspects on North African populations, which
that are relevant to the process of di- eventually developed into the robust
versification of peoples.
Mesolithic groups of Afalou, Taforalt,
and Mechta.73 In sub-Saharan Africa,
the evidence after the first modern fosAfrica
About 100 ky ago, there were mod- sils, (Omo,KRM, Border Cave) is scant.
In South Africa, there is continuity
ern humans in East Africa (Omo)?

of Middle Stone Age traditions until
,around
~ ~ 40 ky, after which date the area
seems to have been essentially uninhabited until the Late Stone Age
around 20 ky.48 Genetic mtDNA and
Y-chromosome studies have shown
that the San and Pygmies are distinct,
which suggests their early differentiation from other p o p ~ l a t i o n s . 3 6 , ~ ~ , ~ 5
The main characteristic of these
groups was a trend toward extreme
gracilization. It is possible that this
small body size adaptation allowed
later colonization of the rainforests of
western Africa. The close linguistic
and genetic affinities of east and
southern African hunter-gatherer
population^^^ may be the result of subsequent movements. Within Africa,
and superimposed on the early population patterns, are the recent expansions of farming communities,
speakers of the Niger-Kordofanian
languages, and from western Asia to
North Africa, speakers of the Afro-Asiatic languages.

Australia and Island Melanesia
The first record of people in Australia is archeological. Roberts and colleagues recently obtained artifacts
showing a relatively unsophisticated
stone tool technology based on flakes
dated to around 60 ky.78.79 This technology, together with elaborate bone
tools and art, characterized most of
the subsequent Australian prehistory.80Around 40 ky ago, the number
and geographical distribution of archeological sites i n Australia increased sharply. At this moment, it is
not known whether there was continuous occupation from 60 ky with a
demographic expansion around 40 ky,
or whether the large number of sites
at 40 ky reflects a flow of people into
Australia from outside. The archeological data suggest that Australian
populations remained relatively isolated until very recent times, when microlithic tools and the dingo were
introduced.80The first fossil evidence
in Australia was found in the southeast, at the sites of Mungo and the Willandra Lakes system.81f82
These fossils
show remarkable variation in relation
to the level of robusticity they present, the crania ranging from very
gracile to more robusticity than most
modern ones, past or present.83 They
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also show morphological features that
clearly link them to recent Australian
aborigine~.8~>8~
Most craniometric
studies show the Australo-Melanesian
population as that most closely related
to African
Therefore, a
pattern of early colonization followed
by relative isolation may be represented in Melanesia by the level of differences in mtDNA lineages among
Papuan tribes36 and of the comparatively high incidence of plesiomorphic
a r c h e ~ l o g i c aand
l ~ ~skeletalj2 traits.
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It is not known how the Southeast
Asian population represented by fossils like Niah and Tabon relates to the
earliest Southeast Asian population
from which Australians and New
Guineans derive. It is not yet possible
to determine whether the Southeast
Asian population around 40 ky ago is
the result of long-term differentiation
of people present in the area for 20 to
30 ky, represents part of the widespread expansion of peoples from
North Africa or the Middle East after
45,000 years ago, or a mixture of both.

Eastern Asia
In eastern Asia, the archeological
and paleontological record for the
first half of the Upper Pleistocene is
very poor. The first fossil evidence of
modern people in Southeast Asia
dates to around 40 ky ago (Niah, Wadjak, Tab~n).~O
The Southeast Asian
population of the late Pleistocene and
its modern descendants can be identified craniallyg1and dentally (Sund a d ~ n t s ) . ~The
*
range of this
population reached beyond Southeast
Asia into southern China, Japan (then
connected to the mainland), and eventually P 0 1 y n e s i a . ~In~ ~eastern
~~
Asia,
the best known early modern fossils
are those of Zhoukoudian Upper Cave.
These fossils were first described as
showing such variation as to resemble
three different populations, Chinese,
Eskimo, and Melanesian.95 Recent
northeastern Asians show a derived
morphology, represented by the
“Mongoloid features of facial flatness
and Sinodon ty.939496-98
Turner has
recognized Sinodont characteristics
in the Upper Cave Zhoukoudian rem a i n ~However,
.~~
other authors have
found that these fossils are not closely
related to recent Asians,Ioowhich implies a relatively late appearance of the
typical Mongoloid morphology. Holocene human remains with Mongoloid
features are found in a wide area, from
Eastern Siberia (where Turner identified a sharp east-west boundary in the
incidence of Sinodonty in the region
of Lake Baika199),Mongolia, Korea,
Japan, and the Americas. In Japan, the
prehistoric Jomonese and recent
Ainu, who show S ~ n d a d o n t and
y ~ ~are
cranially isolated from recent Japanese and Chinese,91,96,97must be survivors of the population before the
Sinodont expansion.

We propose a model to
explain the diversity and
disparity of the
paleoanthropological
data in the Upper
Pleistocene based on the
concept of geographical
expansions and
dispersals. This model is
based on a single-origin
hypothesis,followed by
multiple dispersals out of
Africa through two rather
independent routes, then
subsequent expansions
and dispersals from
secondary geographical
sources.

The evidence suggests that the first hypothesis is correct: current Southeast
Asian populations are closer, both gen e t i ~ a l l yand
~ ~ archeologically,89 t o
Australo-Melanesians than either is to
Eurasians and Indians. Turner has
proposed that East Asians derive from
a southeast Asian
Crania1,84.85.91,96-98,’01-103 dental,92 archeological,89 and mtDNA104evidence
further suggest that Southeast, East,
and Northeast Asians are closely related, presenting a tight Mongoloid
complex independent of Eurasia and

India. However, nuclear genetic studies by C a ~ a l l i - S f o r z ashow
~ ~ ~ that
Northeast Asian (Japanese, Korean,
Mongolian) and Amerindian populations are closer to Eurasians than to
southern Chinese and Southeast
Asians. A possible explanation for
these differences is that the nuclear genetic patterns reflect invasions into
northeastern Asia by Siberian peoples
of Eurasian origin, either in the late
Pleistocene, as indicated by archeological evidence,”J-lIo or recently by peoples speaking the Altaic languages.77
There is also the question of Amerindian affinities. If the Americas were
colonized early (40 to 20 kya111-113),
the first inhabitants would have been
derived from the less specialized Asian
populations, whereas if they were
colonized late (15 to 10 kya114), the
first inhabitants would have been derived from relatively specialized East
Asian groups. Evidence of a more robust and less specialized Asian morphology within the Americas has been
suggested for Holocene remains1lj,116
and for marginal native American
groups (Fueguians, Patagonians).Il7
On the other hand, Turner’s finding
that all Amerindian remains present a
homogeneous Sinodont dental pattern96supports a recent migration into
the New World (although his sample
does not include southernmost South
American groups). This hypothesis
has been supported by genetic and linguistic data. l 4 However, other genetic
evidence shows that the timing and
source of Amerindian differentiation
is still unclear.’18

Northern, Southern, and
Western Asia
This area is not a unit in biogeographical terms. The area of the
Middle East was at times an extension
of African faunal distributions and at
other times an extension of Eurasian
ones.64The population history of the
Middle East is complex. After the first
appearance of modern humans in the
last interglacial, the area was occupied
by an archaic population with European Neanderthal affinities (Kebara,
Amud).lI9Technologically, there is no
clear distinction between the early
modern and archaic populations; both
are accompanied by Middle Paleolithic industries. Between 50-40 ky,
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Multiple Dispersals as a Model
for the Origins of Human
Diversity

These patterns of differentiation
suggest that modern populations
changed at different rates during the
Upper Pleistocene, depending on levw
els of gene flow and demographic
pressures, and that geographicaldispersal and expansion were main components of the process of differentiation.
The "Out of Africa" model implies that
it is dispersal beyond Africa that is
wandering, irruption or
critical. This ignores two things: the
migration
first is that because Afnca itself is
ttleneck
more than one third of the habitable
Old World, dispersals within Africa
-4
GEOGRAPHIC RANGE b
are equally important; the second is
that dispersal and divergence within
Figure 2 Schematic representation of the geographical expansion of a species through time.
Africa would lead to variable populashowing localized origins. unsuccessful events, successful dispersal events, population isolation
tions leaving Africa at different times
through the developmentof barners, and superimpositionof later dispersal events on the range
of previous expansions Adapted from Tchernov 130
and possibly by different routes. This
means that the levels of differentiation
i n the populations colonizing the
~
the first technologies recognized as the technology is C h a t e l p e r r ~ n i a n , ' ~other
continents were probably alearly Upper Paleolithic are found at a Middle Paleolithic industry with ele- ready high.
Boker Tachtit and Ksar Akil, the latter ments similar to the Upper Paleolithic.
Beyond the original routes out of
associated with a modern human Once considered as evidence of tech- Africa, the data also point to a comskeleton.27J8 The subsequent pattern nological continuity between Nean- plex process of population differentiain the Middle East is one of continuity, derthals a n d modern humans in tion involving the incomplete
from a robust modern Upper Paleo- Europe, the Chatelperronian, being superimposition of dispersing populithic population (Qafzeh I and 11, contemporaneous with the earliest lations on previously existing ones. In
Ohalo), to the Natufian pre-agricultu- Aurignacian sites, is currently inter- morphological terms, the temporal
ralists, to the first Neolithic farmers.
preted as resulting from accultura- and spatial variation in the presence
The paleoanthropology of the last tion.33J4Similar interpretations apply of common features suggests that
100 ky in the Indian subcontinent is to industries like the Szelettian of modern humans differentiated, acvirtually unknown. The first evidence Eastern Europe or the Ulluzzian of It- quiring and losing traits in a stepwise
of modern humans is found relatively aly. The first evidence of modern hu- manner, reducing at each step the
late (28 ky) in Sri Lanka,zO and most m a n s in Europe is mainly communality of modern cranial
probably is not representative of the archeological, and is related to the traits?' The archeological remains
first population that occupied the spread of Aurignacian sites. The ma- also show uneven development of
area. This skeleton is accompanied by jority of cases of Upper Paleolithic fos- technologies during the Upper Pleisa stone tool industry similar to that of sils date to later periods and are tocene and the appearance of technothe European Upper Paleolithic.
accompanied by subsequent industries. logical innovations a t particular
In Northern Asian and Siberia, the These populations were robust and had temporal and geographic points, sugarcheological record indicates a date larger crar~ial2~
than more recent peo- gesting a generally localized process
of first occupation between 35 and 20 ple, and, in many cases, were distinct of differentiation. Further, the genetic
ky by modern people manufacturing from recent Europeans.126,127
data available from contemporaneous
Upper Paleolithic-like stone t o o l ~ . ~ * J ~Superimposed
~
on these Paleolithic populations show that degrees of difpopulations are the dispersals of agri- ferentiation and admixture vary
culture-related peoples in the early markedly, some populations being the
Europe
During most of the Upper Pleisto- Holocene.128Modern Europeans are result of very recent expansions and
cene, Europe was occupied by a Nean- cranially the most homogeneous of re- differentiation and others being the
derthal population. The last known gional human p0pulations.5~If the result of previous expansions that
Neanderthals in Europe are those of model proposed by Renfrew is correct, may or may not have come into recent
St. Cesaire in France (36 ky)122and Za- and these agriculturalists brought contact with other populations.4"
farraya in Spain.I23 European Nean- with them a branch of the Indo-Euro- Therefore, the evolutionary origin of
derthals were typically associated pean family of language^,'^ then the present populations may be extraordiwith Mousterian i n d ~ s t r i e s In
. ~ ~St. Basques and Lapps must represent SUT- narily varied. At this point, however,
the evidence is only tentative. In eastCesaire and other similarly late sites, viving Palaeolithic groups.12*

:
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em Asian and Australia, for example,
we may be sampling three populations
that resulted from three distinct dispersals. A population like the Australians may be the descendant of a group
who left Africa between 100 and 60 ky,
and hence present a high degree of
morphological continuity with early
and more robust moderns. A population like the Southeast Asians may be
the result of long-term tropical differentiation in the area and geographical
expansion. Differing amounts of gene
flow, together with the effects of the
break-up of the Sunda land mass,
could account for the varying levels of
distinctness of groups like the Andaman Islanders, Philippinos, and
others. A population like the present
east Asians may be the result of a relatively recent adaptation, having undergone its own geographical
expansion that included the Americas.
Therefore, it is possible to see differentiation followed by population growth
and dispersal as the mechanism of expansion of modern humans out of Africa
and as the mechanism of development
of subsequent regional populations.
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THE MULTIPLE DISPERSALS MODEL
We have seen that the morphological basis of the multiregional model is
incorrect. That fact, together with the
chronological, archeological, and genetic evidence, indicates that the alternative single-origin explanation is
more compatible with the available
data. However, we have also seen that
although the “Out of Africa” hypothesis explains the origins of modern humans from an archaic source, the
model lacks a mechanism to explain
the origins of human diversity. We
propose a model to explain the diversity and disparity of the paleoanthropological data in the Upper
Pleistocene based on the concept of
geographical expansions and dispersals. This model is based on a single-origin hypothesis, followed by multiple
dispersals out of Africa through two
rather independent routes, then subsequent expansions and dispersalsfrom
secondary geographical sources.

A Mechanism: Dispersals and
Evolutionary Change
Biogeographical comparisons suggest that the appearance of evolution-

I J
1 - Early Upper Pleistocene: 100 - 50 kyr

ydb

v

Figure 3. Two views of the pattern of modern human divergence and dispersal according to the
multiple dispersals model. (a) Possible Pleistocene dispersals: 1) In the early Upper Pleistocene
(100-50 ky) there are dispersals within and out of Africa of early robust forms of modern humans;
2) The mid-UpperPleistocene (5G15 ky) is the scene of world glaciations and the dispersals within
southeast Asia and of Eurasian Upper Palaeolithic popuiations;and 3) Inthe late Upper Pleistocene
(15-0 ky), we see the recent dispersals, some associated with agricultural expansions, ihat have
been superimposed on the Palaeolithic human distribution.

ary novelty tends to occur in small areas and that successful populations
can expand explosively, or at least relatively rapidly, from these centers of
origins 129,130 (Fig. 2). This seems to be
the case with well-documented paleontological events, as well as histori-

cal ones involving humans and other
species.l 3 l - m The process begins with
dispersals into new regions and if
colonization is successful, the available habitats of the colonized region
would be occupied. Range expansion
then takes place. Through time, this
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Figure 3. (b) The implied time depth of the main populations of living Homo sapiens.

would be followed by differentiation
as the population breaks up due to the
appearance of barriers. Further dispersals would be superimposed on this
pattern, resulting in a complex palimpsest of relic and recent populations. Range expansion, migrations,
dispersals, colonizations, and differential survival of populations are the
norms of evolutionary biogeogra~hy.*30-'3~
Furthermore, even if only a
small proportion of invaders establish

thernselve~,*3~
they can be spectacularly successful. The mechanisms involved in the displacement of local
populations by invading groups may
be diverse, ranging from adaptive superiority, disease, habitat disturbance
and destruction, and differential reproductive rates.'34 The processes of
displacement ensuing from the expansion of modern human populations
may have ranged from nonexistent (total interbreeding of local and incom-

ing populations) to complete, either
directly, through factors like disease,
or indirectly, through the competition
for resources and differential reproduction or demography. If such dispersal events occurred frequently
during the later Pleistocene and were
the primary mechanisms by which the
human population diversified, then
the mosaic of modern human diversity
can be seen as the product of several
events of differing geographical extent
occurring over 100,000 years. This
process would account for the pattern
of modern human variability as a consequence of differential ancestral
morphology occurring in successive
dispersals followed by local adaptation. According to this view, Africa is
unique only as the original source of
populations, whereas the diversification process involved varied geographical foci, both African and
non-African. Where modern populations were already present, dispersals
would have acted as a primary mechanism of gene flow.

A Pattern: Routes of Dispersal
and levels of Differentiation
Traditionally, it has been assumed
that expansions out of Africa occurred
through the narrow corridor of northeastern Africa and the Middle East, a
northern route. This assumption carries two implications. First, the direction of movement was across a major
desert towards the Middle East, an
area that certainly was populated at
the time. Therefore, movement would
have been strongly constrained by climatic conditions and competition
with other hominids. Second, that
there was morphological and genetic
unity in the expanding population at
any one time. However, another route
of dispersal, through the Horn of Africa towards the Arabian Peninsula, a
southern route, has been used by animals in the past. Use of this route by
expanding early moderns has also
been suggested 49.60 (Fig. 3).
How would the existence of two different routes out of Afnca affect the
subsequent diversity of modern humans? Three main aspects of the expansion process would be affected.
First, the climatic conditions necessary for northward expansion are very
strict-faunal dispersals across the
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Sahara occurred during short episodes of fast deglaciation, during
which wet conditions prevailed in
most of northern Africa. These strict
climatic constraints would not have
acted on populations expanding eastward toward Asia from East Africa.
Second, the circum-Mediterranean
area was certainly occupied by hominid populations during the last 200 ky.
Hence, any movement into this region
would imply competition with other
groups. Although hominids were present throughout southern and eastern
Asia in the late Pleistocene, the sizes
and densities of populations may have
been highly variable. The third and,
perhaps, the most important aspect is
that as hominids took different routes
at different times, it is likely that the
African source populations also differed from each other.
How does the available data fit the
hypothesis of different routes of expansion? A northern faunal route of
dispersal into the Nile Valley and
across northern Africa has been intermittently used since the Miocene, and
the Levantine corridor was alternatively occupied by Afro-Arabian or
Palearctic elements." As Tchern0v6~3"
has argued, the paleoanthropological
evidence suggests that an early modern population took an inland route to
north Africa and the Middle East during the hypsithermal phase of the last
intergla~ial.~OJ3~-l~~
However, this
population, represented by the Skhul
and Qafzeh fossils, seems to have
faced a competitive or geographical
barrier to further expansion at that
stage. The main expansion of modern
humans out of Africa through the Levantine corridor occurred around 45
ky,48 but this event postdates the first
occupation in A ~ s t r a l i a .Further~~,~~
more, the morphological and archeological features of Middle Eastern and
European population of 40 ky ago precludes them from the ancestry of
many Australian fossils. If, however,
another population, already genetically separated from other modern
groups, expanded out of East Africa
toward the Indian subcontinent at any
time between 100 and 50 kya, this
could explain some of the marked differences in morphology and technological traditions at the point of the
first appearance of regional popula-
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tions and the relatively early dates for
the occupation of Australia.
Is the hypothesis of differentiation
in Africa of populations ancestral to
regional groups consistent with the
available evidence? One way of interpreting the differences between regional modern populations when they
appear in the archeological record is
that these differences, in fact, reflect
various levels of admixture between
modern people and local archaic
populations. Although it is commonly
stated that there are two models of
modern human origins, others have
been proposed, such as the Afro-European Sapiens Hypothe~isl~8J3~
and the
Assimilation H y p o t h e ~ i s . l ~Both
~,l~
of~
these hypotheses are largely concerned with the level of genetic admixt u r e between dispersing African
populations and indigenous populations, especially European Neanderthals. They differ, however, in the
amount of gene flow considered to
have taken place The Afro-European
Sapiens model sees archaic genes persisting in a modern gene pool, whereas
the Assimilation Hypothesis sees
modern genes imposed on an archaic
gene pool. The difference is therefore
one of relative contribution. However,
the absence of consistently transitional fossils throughout the world10
argues against gene flow as the main
process in the geographical expansion
of modern morphology, m a l n g the
Assimilation Hypothesis as unlikely as
the multiregional model. Although
some hybridization between modern
humans a n d archaic populations
might have occurred, it is not clear
that the morphological features considered to reflect continuity between
Neanderthals and early Upper Paleolithic Europeans (generally measures
of robusticity, as is the case for the
claimed similarities between Australians and Homo erectus), are relevant
phylogenetic markers. Furthermore,
the mtDNA data show that no widely
divergent lineage that could be attributed to Neanderthal descent has ever
been sampled. The possibility of finding such a lineage remains, at least
theoretically, until all people have
been sampled, but its absence in the
thousands of individuals studied so far
indicates that even if such interbreeding took place, it did not have signifi-

cant magnitude. This conclusion is
further supported by recent research
by Waddle using matrix correlation of
Eurafrican fossils.142
Another way of explaining the original diversity of regional populations is
that these populations were already
different at the time they left Africa. In
this case, a certain amount of prior
differentiation and population subdivision would have taken place prior to
expansion. There is little fossil data to
support or refute this idea. Between
130 and 60 ky ago in Africa, there are
fossils from south, east, and north Africa, but these are very few, localized,
and early The groups in these three
regions do show marked population
differences, and indicate an even earlier date for the first appearance of a
common morphology. They are also
technologically diverse, although all
present what are called Middle Stone
Age or Middle Paleolithic stone tools.
Therefore, both the fossil and archeological evidence tentatively suggests
African diversification at this time.
However, genetic evidence obtained
by Harpending a n d co-workers
strongly supports the idea of diversification of populations prior to geographical expansion, a model they
have called the Weak Garden of
Eden.45,46,143
Their interpretation of
mtDNA diversity through pairwise
distributions indicates that modern
humans underwent a bottleneck
around 100 ky, that this bottleneck
was followed by population subdivision and relative isolation of these diverse modern groups, and that
demographic geographical expansion
occurred between 70 and 40 ky, the
youngest being that of Europeans.
Therefore, molecular data show that a
large amount of population differentiation occurred prior to expansion.

CONCLUSIONS
Although we believe that a recent
single origin is the evolutionarily correct explanation for the appearance of
Homo sapiens, we suggest that the
"Out of Africa" model does not explain
the temporal and geographical patterns of diversification observed in the
Upper Pleistocene. The theoretical explanation of human diversity that best
accounts for data on the dates of first
occupation, morphological variation,
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and technological innovations involves multiple dispersal events. These
dispersals would have taken different
routes out of Africa, as well as different routes and directions from other
subsequent non-African sources. The
varying order and geographical extent
of the early dispersals from Africa are
proposed to explain the different
times at which various regions of the
world were first occupied. The incomplete geographical extent of subsequent dispersals is proposed to
explain the persistence of relic populations as new populations were superimposed on the range of earlier
groups. Finally, high levels of isolation, especially in tropical areas, are
proposed to explain the differing rates
of morphological, genetic, and technological change through time between long-standing adaptations and
very recent colonizations.
Modern humans originated from a
recent single evolutionary event,
whereas modern human diversity is
the result of multiple evolutionary
events brought about by multiple geographical dispersals. Much remains to
be done to document these various
dispersals and their morphological,
archeological, and genetic correlates.
However, we also need to investigate
further the possibility that one principal difference between modern humans and archaic hominids lay not in
any major cognitive difference or any
single edge of advantage, but simply in
the social and ecological potential of
modern humans to disperse at higher
rates than could archaic hominids.
We are not naive o r optimistic
enough to suppose that this paper will
end the debate between the multiregional and “Out of Africa”theories. We
hope nonetheless, that by more fully
developing the mechanisms for the
evolution of modern human diversity
and by emphasizing the importance of
pre-existing variability at the origins
of modern humans, albeit within Africa, rather than worldwide, we have
at least brought something new to this
discussion.
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